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Among the many ToyMakers of East Lake volunteers are three very special men.  One of  their earliest acts of 
volunteerism was to serve their country during World War II.  Pictured from left to right, Bob Rath, Thad 
Pollard, and Richard Kopp all served in the US Navy.  Today, they continue that tradition of  a servant’s heart by 
cutting, shaping, sanding, and finishing the myriad of  simple wooden toys that can end up brightening the day 
of a distraught child.  For those of  us who have the privilege to work alongside these three gentlemen, we are 
truly blessed.  Their example of service, even at this stage of their lives, clearly underscores why they have 
earned the title of The Greatest Generation. 

Partner Profile:  Tampa General Hospital Children’s Medical Center

  

In February, ToyMakers of  East Lake delivered 3,090 toys to 17 agencies and facilities stretching from 
Gainesville, FL to St. Petersburg, FL.   The Children’s Medical Center (CMC) is one of those facilities, and it is 
a part of Tampa General Hospital.  The center provides 50 beds in private or semi-private rooms, and delivers 
specialized care tailored exclusively to pediatric patients, ranging from emergency services to rehabilitation.  
Beyond just medical treatment, they provide psychological, social and developmental needs to children from 
newborn to their early 20’s. 
 
ToyMakers of  East Lake partners with Tampa General Hospital CMC to provide toys that comfort, stimulate, 
and motivate.  One of the CMC’s ChildLife Specialists, Kelly Rodgers, explained how  some of our walk-along 
toys provide a therapeutic outlet for patients, when encouraged to “go take their pet duck for a walk”.  Other 
toys with specially designed grips, promote the use of hands and arms by making the toy easier to grasp.
 
Two of  our most widely used toys at this medical unit are the Sharks and Turtles.   Sharks are awarded to 
children who, due to their medical condition, are limited to in-room isolation; sharks cannot come out of the 
“water” (their room).  Turtles, on the other hand, live both in water and on land, and are given to children who 
don’t require isolation.  “Turtles” are able to go to the Activities Room and sometimes mingle with other 
children.
 
The smiles that we see on the faces of  children such as these, are what motivate us, the ToyMakers of East 
Lake, to make over 14,000 toys a year!
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